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Altered medial temporal lobe activations in aMCI subjects during encoding and recognition tasks 
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Introduction Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common cause of dementia in older adults and can only be treated symptomatically. Identification of functional 
changes before the onset of dementia is a crucial step in finding treatments that prevent or slow the onset of disease. Amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI) is a 
clinical predictor of AD with an annual conversion rate of 6-25% [1]. Several studies reported aberrant memory activations in aMCI subjects [2-7]. Most of these 
studies focused on the encoding process. In our previous work [7], we reported altered encoding and recognition functions in aMCI subjects using a whole-brain group 
analysis. In this study, we further investigate the memory dysfunctions of subregions in the medial temporal lobe (MTL) using region of interest (ROI) analysis. 
Methods Comprehensive neuropsychological and clinical tests were administered by trained professionals and neurologists to screen subjects. Modified Hachinski 
Ischemic Scale (HIS) and the CES-Depression Scale were also used to exclude stroke-related MCI and depression. Eighteen right-handed subjects (ten with aMCI and 
eight normal controls (NC)) were consented and recruited from the community for participation in this study, which was approved by the institutional review board. 
Two subjects with aMCI did not qualify for the fMRI study due to incidental imaging abnormalities. Both groups were matched in gender, age and education. 

Three memory paradigms involving encoding and recognition tasks were performed during fMRI. These memory paradigms are referred to as: 1) common outdoor 
pictures (“Pictures”), 2) pairing of faces and occupations (“Faces”), and 3) unrelated word pairs of objects and locations (“Words”). An active control task was used to 
suppress any activation in regions associated with the memory circuit. During the recognition task, reaction time (RT) and accuracy (ACC) of the button presses were 
recorded using a button box. More details of the paradigms can be found in [7]. 

Echo planar imaging (EPI) was performed in a 3.0T GE HDx MRI scanner with an 8-channel head coil using the following parameters: ASSET=2, ramp sampling, 
TR/TE=2sec/30ms, FA= 70deg, FOV=22cmx22cm, thickness/gap=4mm/1mm, 25 oblique-coronal slices perpendicular to the long axis of the hippocampus, in-plane 
resolution 96x96 interpolated to 128x128, and 288 volumes. A standard high resolution T2-weighted structural image aligned with the t EPI scans was also collected. 

The EPIs were pre-processed in SPM5 and co-registered to the high resolution T2 image with 6mm FWHM Gaussian smoothing. The general linear model was 
used to generate t maps for Encoding-Control (E-C) and Recognition-Control (R-C). Twelve subregions of MTL including CA23 and dentate gyrus (CA23DG), CA1, 
Subiculum (SUB), entorhinal cortex (ERC), perirhinal cortex (PRC), and parahippocampal cortex (PHC) on both left and right sides of each individual T2 image were 
manually segmented (Fig. 1, upper – an anterior slice of MTL, bottom – a posterior slice of MTL). A relative activation extent (RAE) measurement [3] was used for 
statistical analysis on ROIs. First, an uncorrected p<0.01 was used to threshold the t maps and the number of voxels that survived the threshold was counted in each 
ROI. Then, the RAE was defined as the ratio of the number of active voxels and the total number of voxels for each ROI. For the statistical analysis, we used a 
two-sample t test for group volume and RT difference. Since the RAE and ACC values only exist in interval [0 1] and do not follow a normal distribution, we used a 
non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test to investigate group difference. To investigate the influence of RT and ACC on fMRI activations, analysis of covariance 
(ANCOVA) was used by modeling RAE as dependent variable and RT and ACC as covariates. Finally, we used correlation analysis to find the relationship between 
fMRI activations and the neuropsychological test score measuring the subject’s capability of episodic memory by pooling both groups. A p<0.05 was used as a critical 
value for significance if not specifically declared otherwise. 
Results A two-sample t test revealed no significant volume difference between the groups for each subregion. For RT and ACC, only ACC for the Faces paradigm was 
found significant.  

Significant values are listed in the table using Mann-Whitney’s U test. Lower RAE (aMCI<NOM) were found in 
the following areas: 1). Pictures: E-C for Left CA23DG; 2) Faces: E-C for Right PRC, R-C for Left CA23DG, Right 
CA1, Left CA1, and Right SUB; 3) Words: E-C for Left ERC. The only RAE for aMCI>NOM was found in Right 
ERC for the R-C contrast of the Pictures paradigm. The best contrast to show significant difference in most subregions 
is R-C for the Faces paradigm. This implicates that the recognition task using the Faces paradigm may be more 
powerful to differentiate aMCI from NOM, presumably because recognizing face-occupation pairs requires the 
hippocampus to associate different types of information [8]. 

With ANCOVA significant beta weights of the covariates (RT and ACC) were found only  in: Pictures E-C for 
Left PHC, Words E-C for Left CA23DG and Left PHC. Note that these three regions are not part of the findings in the 
table. After we corrected for the RT and ACC covariates and re-did the Mann-Whitney U test in these areas, still no 
significant difference was found between the groups indicating that the RT and ACC had no significant influence in 
characterizing group activation in our experiment.  

Correlation analysis between RAE and delayed recall score using California Verbal Learning Test showed that there is significant anti-correlation (at p=0.05) in 
Words R-C for Right SUB and Right PHC, i.e. subjects with declined memory function (measured by the delayed recall score) had increased activation (measured by 
RAE). Fig. 2 showed an example of this relationship, where blue dots are for NOM and red for aMCI. Note the delayed recall score is shown in reversed order to 
represent increasing cognitive decline from left to right. This anti-correlation trend indicates possible compensation during abnormal memory decline. In the future 
study, we plan to add more samples and to make a multiple comparison correction to avoid false findings due to inflated p-value. 
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 RAE Median (NOM) RAE Median (aMCI) U p 

Pictures E-C, Left CA23DG 0.397 0.180 52 0.019 

Pictures R-C, Right ERC 0 0.064 16 0.0497 

Faces E-C, Right PRC 0.178 0.011 54 0.010 

Faces R-C, Left CA23DG 0.372 0.161 51 0.025 

Faces R-C, Right CA1 0.219 0.006 54 0.010 

Faces R-C, Left CA1 0.307 0.039 51 0.025 

Faces R-C, Right SUB 0.214 0.013 50 0.032 

Words E-C, Left ERC 0.056 0 56 0.003 

Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 
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